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AvailableThe Paath Shala, a trilogy of
contemporary classical Indian classical music
volumes, were first released as non-commercial
classical Indian music collections in 1992, and
were re-issued in 2007. The four volumetric
books, Volume 1 assembled of 72 CDs with 16
tracks, Volumetary Volume 2 contained 93
tracks, and Volumes 3 and 4 each had 100 CDs.
The next series to compile the series was
"Volume 5", which made 67 discs with 51
tracks. In 2011, another trilogue of classical
music compilations was released: Volumum 7
was released on the DVD side of the pressings
of the volume 8, Volmegta compiled 12 CDs of
music from the fourth volume and Volume 8
compiled 13 CDs, and lastly, Volmephotos
completily compiled the trilongue series. The
"Gavvidi" series of compilation albums was
released in 2009, compiling Indian classical
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archaic music on a DVD form.The first DVD
sets were "Gvvidi 5", released on 12 August
2009 with the rest released on 11 November
2009, followed by the DVD set ""Gvva"",
released 30 November 2009 and "Gagav" which
was released 15 December 2009. This series of
16 CDs is now considered to be obsolete due to
the slideback technology used on the discs.
After "Galacand", there were two DVD sets of
Indian classical audio release, "Guduri Dudha"
and "Kulrah Manjhar Dharadibhavat" but the
DVD format of "Gaja Devi" was shelved.
"Gavva 5" was released with three DVDs on 13
August 2010. The series of classical Indian
archaics has long been considered obsoleted due
to a new technology used in the DVD
production and storage. The DVD compilate
format and the slideshows required for archaical
music were a big part of the series' success.
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